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ROUND 3 INTERVIEW 
10 February 2018 
 
MIN WOO LEE 
 
 
Q.  Well done, Min.  Talk us through today. 
 
MIN WOO LEE:  It was a bit of a struggle.  I didn't play great, but last couple holes I kept it 
together and made a few -- well, made nine pars in a row, I guess.  Had a lot of lip-outs, but 
I'm happy to be in the 24. 
 
Q.  Was it tense, that last while knowing how close it was with the last couple of 
shots? 
 
MIN WOO LEE:  Yeah, I knew like obviously when the wind's up, the last couple holes are 
really tough, especially that last one.  So yeah, making a par there was very relieving. 
 
Q.  You've been doing a bit of open mic on the telecast and then when you came up 
here you're getting lots of cheers.  How much are you enjoying this? 
 
MIN WOO LEE:  It's just good fun.  It's what you see on TV with the top guys.  It's just good 
to have a fun crowd.  Yeah, the PGA mic is really fun.  I denied it at first because I didn't 
make birdie, but yeah, it's just good to talk with the guys and I guess get some publicity. 
 
Q.  Nice to see how comfortable you are as well.  
 
MIN WOO LEE:  It's good fun. 
 
Q.  You're into match play now.  Are you sort of daring to dream of that fairytale that -- 
 
MIN WOO LEE:  Yeah, I know all these guys can play, so as long as I play good golf in 
those six holes or whatever holes, hopefully it goes my way. 
 
Q.  You played match play here not long ago.  Do you feel like that gives you an edge 
over the rest of the field? 
 
MIN WOO LEE:  It's not really like I'm going to make more birdies or anything, it's not like 
that.  But yeah, the person that plays the best golf wins.  These guys know the course now, 
so it's just head to head now. 
 
Q.  And do you have a strategy for those holes for tomorrow? 
 
MIN WOO LEE:  Not sure at the moment.  My mind's pretty full right now, so I've got to 
de-stress and then we'll talk it out with my caddie and see. 
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Q.  Is there anyone you'd be keen to avoid in match play? 
 
MIN WOO LEE:  No.  Hopefully, they don't want to play me. 
 
Q.  And you played that back nine pretty well as well? 
 
MIN WOO LEE:  Yeah, I think I'm under par for that nine, so I'm happy with where I am. 
 
Q.  And are you the sort of person who will enjoy that moment tomorrow? 
 
MIN WOO LEE:  Yeah, yeah, whatever happens tomorrow, like you made the top 24 in a 
European Tour tournament, so happy days.  Hopefully I can win matches tomorrow and see 
how it goes. 
 
Q.  You talked about Minjee inspiring you last week.  She's going well -- 
 
MIN WOO LEE:  It's good, hopefully we can get -- I guess if she wins, I guess, hopefully I 
can do it as well.  I guess that's even more fairytale than winning this. 
  


